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Envirosuite Limited (ASX:EVS) is pleased to advise that it has secured subscriptions with three new clients in Europe.  
All three subscriptions are for the Incident Intelligence solution which combines complaint reporting, a community 
involvement portal, workflow management, automated modelling and customised reports.

One of the subscriptions is for a client in Georgia,  for use in a major hydropower construction project. The project 
has a high public profile in Georgia and includes commitments related to environmental monitoring which will 
require regular analysis, reporting and communication. 

The Envirosuite solution will enable efficient and effective management of environmental inspections and 
community complaints and grievances on a daily basis, and will be embedded into the standard operating 
procedures for the organisation. 

Envirosuite is well placed to assist developers and operators of major infrastructure projects to efficiently and 
effectively manage environmental issues, while working with community stakeholders to achieve optimal 
environment and productivity outcomes.

The other two subscriptions are for clients in France. One of these is a wastewater treatment facility, and one is for 
a waste management facility. Both businesses will use the market leading incident intelligence solution to analyse, 
track and manage odour investigations and complaints and have been secured through Envirosuite’s partner 
Odournet.

CEO, Mr Peter White commented that,

“These wins demonstrates our broadening geographic reach across the European continent and reflects increasingly 
stringent environmental regulation by governments driven by a rising tide of expectation amongst community 
stakeholders and non-government organisations globally. It is pleasing to see that our partners are becoming more 
independent in the sales process and are targeting their own clients with the Envirosuite solution”.

For further information contact:

enquiries@envirosuite.com 
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About Envirosuite

Envirosuite Limited (ASX:EVS) is a global provider of environmental management  technology through its leading Software-
as-a-Service platform. 

The Envirosuite platform provides a range of environmental monitoring, management and investigative capabilities that are 
incorporated into a diverse array of operations from wastewater treatment to large scale construction, open cut mines, port 
operations, environmental regulators and heavy industry uses.  

Envirosuite helps industry and government meet the growing demands of communities the world over to achieve optimal 
community, regulatory and productivity outcomes.


